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Digital Dark Nudges
Lars Hornuf and Sonja Mangold

Abstract
Manipulative product and interface designs known as digital “dark nudges”
have become a common phenomenon in the digital economy. This chapter
investigates the behavioral science background and the main problem areas
of such unethical online business practices. We also show the limits of the
existing statutory framework for combating digital dark nudges. The chapter
concludes by discussing potential private and statutory remedies to address
dark nudges in the digital economy.

5.1 Introduction
Websites and apps with fraudulent designs that lead users to inadvertently commit to contracts and subscriptions or to divulge more personal data than they actually want are widespread in the digital economy. Companies are increasingly resorting to dubious design practices such as manipulative coloring or font size of buttons and confusing language in order to
increase profits and to obtain and monetize as much user data as possible. Such business tactics, which are often at the expense of consumers and direct competitors, have been termed
by academics as digital “dark nudges” and “dark patterns” (Brignull 2010, 2013; Luguri & Strahilevitz 2021; Reisch 2020). A uniform definition of manipulative digital designs does not yet
exist (Martini et al. 2021). According to the pioneering definition by Brignull (2013), digital
dark nudges are the “dark side of design” that have been crafted “with great attention to
detail, and a solid understanding of human psychology, to trick users into do things they
wouldn’t otherwise have done."

5.1.1 Manifestations of Digital Dark Nudges
There is a great deal of variation in the use of digital dark nudges. Based on the available literature (Gray et al. 2018; Luguri & Strahilevitz 2021; Martini et al. 2021; Mathur et al. 2019), five
archetypes can be distinguished. The first is pressure to take or not to take a certain action.
This includes repeated aggressive inquiries even though users have already declared their intent – also known as “nagging” – which are often accompanied by indications of an alleged
scarcity of goods. Another example is known as “confirmshaming,” for example, where rejection buttons are formulated to embarrass users into acceptance. The second type is

fundamentally rational in pursuing their subjective goals and interests. If so, digital dark
nudges would not be effective and business strategies built on these practices would be essentially worthless. Behavioral science has nevertheless shown that people systematically
make mistakes and act predictably irrationally in certain situations (Ariely 2010; Kahneman
2012). Therefore, the law must intervene and protect consumers from business practices such
as digital dark nudges.
Nudges are broadly defined as mechanisms that aim to steer human behavior in a certain
direction without prohibiting certain decision options and without fundamentally changing
existing economic incentives (Thaler & Sunstein 2009). Hence, nudges have often been viewed
by behavioral and legal scholars as something positive that helps people make better decisions. Most prominently, Thaler and Sunstein (2009) put the concept of nudging on the global
political agenda, arguing that a choice architecture cannot be avoided and therefore nudges
should be implemented “that are most likely to help and least likely to inflict harm” (p. 74).
Digital dark nudging strategies do not have such positive intentions. What they have in common with positive nudges is that they use behavioral knowledge about human decision-making. Psychologists and particularly behavioral economists have discovered a veritable zoo of
different behavioral anomalies that can be exploited. Scholars such as Todd and Gigerenzer
(2007) have shown that heuristics, which are simple decision algorithms or mental shortcuts,
can work very efficiently in specific environments and enable humans to make better decisions. They refer to the recognition heuristic as one such positive decision support system. For
example, if people recognize one tennis player but not the other, then the recognized one is
the one more likely to win (Gigerenzer 2007). However, an extensive literature also shows that
humans suffer from biases in their decision-making. For example, default bias refers to the
tendency for a human to generally accept the default option in a strategic interaction, potentially because switching involves costs and cognitive effort (Altman 2017). Amazon has used
default bias in their business practices by setting “Subscribe and Save” as the default for some
products, with the goal of luring customers into this option. Knowledge about behavioral science has hence become a decisive source of competitive advantage in the digital economy
(Luca & Bazerman 2020).

5.2 Driving Factors and Risk Potential
Numerous studies have shown that dark nudges are used in a wide variety of industries and
have a considerable control effect on the behavior of internet users (Luguri & Strahilevitz
2021; Mathur et al. 2019; Utz et al. 2019). As a result of fierce competitive pressure in the
global digital economy, companies are increasingly investing in tricky interface designs in order to increase user numbers and to raise profit margins (Rieger & Sinders 2020). With the
help of field experiments, which primarily take place in the form of A/B testing,1 the effects of
design variants on user behavior are examined and the respective designs are optimized (Luca
& Bazerman 2020). Big tech companies such as Alibaba, Amazon, Facebook and Google that
1

A/B testing is a method in which two variants of an app or website are tested and compared. The goal is usually to evoke or increase a specific user action.
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have billions of users have almost inexhaustible possibilities to test which designs have the
desired effect on consumer behavior. But even smaller companies can buy huge datasets from
third party providers to exploit the individual weaknesses of users (Perlroth 2021). Big data
analytics also open up new and dangerous potential for creating and applying personalized
digital dark nudges (Reisch 2020; Martini et al. 2021; Weinzierl 2020).
Such designs can portend increased risks for vulnerable consumer groups. The costs of fraudulently solicited purchases and subscriptions hit socially disadvantaged consumers particularly
hard. Older “digital immigrants” are also at risk of being manipulated more frequently and
effectively. Similarly, inexperienced users such as children and adolescents may be easily controlled, deceived, and seduced into unwanted actions such as sensitive data disclosure (Bogenstahl 2019).
Manipulative design practices pose challenges for the legal system, as well as blunting the
efforts of benevolent companies in the digital economy.2 Companies that use digital dark
nudges may violate data protection law, can be prosecuted under competition law, or might
even risk criminal prosecution for fraud. Often, however, misleading designs operate in a gray
area that is legally difficult to grasp, which is discussed in more detail below. Deceptive companies are constantly using new and increasingly sophisticated digital dark nudges, which
makes it difficult for the legislature to control this phenomenon in a problem-oriented manner. Moreover, it is often much more difficult for consumers and competitors to enforce the
law in cross-border digital markets (see in general Calliess 2006; with regard to digital dark
nudges Reisch 2020).

5.3 Relevant Problem Areas
5.3.1 Case 1: Manipulative Design of Cookie Banners
One of the most common examples of digital dark nudges involves design tricks related to
cookie banners. The purpose of cookies is to store information related to a website locally on
a user’s digital device for a certain period of time. During the next visit the information is
transmitted back to the server of the company the user wishes to engage with. Cookies thus
enable companies to individualize their websites for users by authenticating them when they
return to the website. Since 2002, the Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive (also
known as the ePrivacy Directive or, more colloquially, the “cookie directive”) has regulated
minimum standards for cookies in EU member states. After its amendment in 2009, the directive has made cookies subject to prior consent, which has led to an increasing use of dark
nudges to get customers to consent to cookies (Hausner & Gertz 2021; Utz et al. 2019).
Through manipulative design variations, companies use deceptive consent queries to persuade consumers to agree to cookie settings that will disclose as much personal data as possible to create comprehensive individual user profiles, for example, for targeted advertising
purposes. In other business models, user profiles are created to calculate default probabilities
2

Manipulative designs by private actors often aim at excessive data collection. Klein et al. (2022) discuss privacy concerns in digital marketing and Kinra et al. (2022) analyze data privacy challenges of social media analytics. Karpa et al. (2022) study data privacy risks caused by authoritarian states.
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and make credit decisions (Dorfleitner et al. 2021). Problematic design practices with cookie
notices occur in various forms, including the graphic design of buttons, hidden privacy-friendly
options, or through specific default settings.

5.3.1.1 Practical Examples
Dark nudges in cookie banners often appear in the form of manipulative color designs of individual buttons. Figure 2 shows a typical example of such tricky design variants.3 The “accept
all” button graphically clearly stands out with a colored background to encourage the user to
agree to comprehensive web tracking. In contrast, clearly upstaging the pale gray “reject” button. This type of influence is a dark nudge in the form of misleading. By choosing based on
different colors, consumers can be tempted to disclose more data than they presumably want.

Privacy settings
This site uses website tracking technologies from
third parties in order to offer its services, to
continuously improve them and to display
advertisements in line with the interests of the
users. I agree and can revoke or change my consent
at any time with effect for the future.
Refuse

Accept All

Fig. 5.2 Digital dark nudging in the form of deceptive color design

Figure 3 shows another common variant of the manipulative design of cookie banners. The
provider makes the unrestricted use of its website conditional on the granting of consent for
web tracking. In this way, users are effectively forced to consent to the use of cookies. This
example is a conditional dark nudge that can be classified in the category of operational constraint.

3
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All figures are based on website designs and privacy practices by real companies in 2021.

By continuing to use the website, you agreed to the
use of cookies. Confirm this note with “Okay.” You
can also refuse to use of cookies. However, some
functions of the website will not be available. To do
this, click on the “Refuse” button.
Refuse

Okay

Fig. 5.3 Digital dark nudging in the form of operational constraint

An example of obstruction designs is the use of click fatigue, which makes the refusal of consent to web tracking dependent on further, cumbersome actions. Such a case is shown in Figure 4. The website provider moves the rejection option to a settings menu, whereby users on
the first level cannot see how many steps are necessary to ultimately refuse their consent.
The desire of users to visit the website without interruption regularly leads to their consent to
web tracking instead of clicking on the “settings” button.

This website uses cookies.
We use cookies and similar technologies (hereinafter referred to as
cookies) for statistical usage analysis, to optimize this site, to adapt the
content to your usage habits and for appropriate advertising on thirdparty websites (retargeting).
By clicking on "Allow all cookies" you accept the processing of your data
and the transfer to our contractual partners.
Further information can be found in the legal notice and in our data
protection information. In these you can adjust your selection at any
time under "Manage cookie settings."
Manage cookie
settings

Allow all cookies

Fig. 5.4 Digital dark nudging in the form of click fatigue

Studies have shown that big tech companies often use several digital dark nudges at the same
time, for example, by using a combination of manipulative color design, misleading language
and hiding privacy-friendly options to urge users to accept the lowest possible data privacy
settings (Norwegian Consumer Council 2018). Facebook currently encourages users to accept
web tracking for advertising purposes by highlighting the “accept all” button and uses click
fatigue by presenting the alternative as a commitment to “manage” settings.
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Accept cookies in this browser?
We use cookies to personalize and improve content
and services, deliver relevant advertisements and
increase the security of our users. You can check
your cookie settings at any time. You can find out
more about the use of cookies and cookie settings
in our cookie policy.
Manage data settings

Accept All

Fig. 5.5 Digital dark nudging in the form of manipulative color design and click fatigue

5.3.1.2 Legal Aspects and Gaps in Privacy Protection
Digital dark nudges in cookie banners can be legally problematic, especially from a data privacy
perspective.4 European and German privacy law5 generally require that users give their voluntary, specific, informed consent to the use of tracking and advertising cookies. The requirements for consent are laid down in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)6, which
became binding in all EU member states in May 2018. If there is no valid consent, the use of
cookies is illegal. It can be argued that data protection law currently prohibits some forms of
dark digital nudges in cookie banners, but by no means covers all of them (Loy & Baumgartner
2021; Sesing 2021). European and German jurisprudence7 recently put a stop to obstruction
and preselection nudges in particular. Consequently, the website visitor’s assent to the use of
cookies through pre-selected check boxes is not permitted – consent must be given actively
and expressly.
The question of whether and to what extent it is permissible to induce users to give their
consent by different button designs is legally controversial. According to the prevailing view
of the literature, highlighting the “accept all” or “reject” buttons in a different color, as exemplified in Figure 2, does not lead to such a strong steering effect that it would negate voluntary
consent (Loy & Baumgartner 2021). The question of whether it is permissible to make the
unrestricted use of a website dependent on consent to tracking has also not been clearly answered (Sesing 2021). The example of conditional nudging shown in Figure 3 is therefore in a
legal gray area. Click fatigue strategies that make the rejection of all cookies more cumbersome than accepting all cookies are widely viewed as illegal in case law and literature (Loy &
Baumgartner 2021). The examples of digital dark nudges illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 should
therefore be impermissible.
4

Illegal cookie practices can also have consequences under competition law.
See Art. 5 (3) ePrivacy Directive; § 15 (3) Telemedia Act and the pending Section 25 (1) Telecommunications
Telemedia Data Protection Act.
6
See Art. 4 No.11, Art. 7 GDPR.
7
See European Court of Justice (ECJ) (2019), Case C-673/17 (“Planet49”); Federal Court of Justice (BGH) (2020),
case file number I ZR 7/16.
5
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It can be argued that data protection law de lege lata only prohibits some forms of manipulative designs. In order to close legal protection gaps, legal scholars have called for the creation
of standardized specifications for the design of cookie banners (Sesing 2021). Comparable legal requirements already exist in European consumer protection law with regard to consumers’ revocation rights. The legal equivalence is argued in the literature, according to which it
should be just as easy for users to withhold their consent as it is to give it (Sesing 2021). This
is intended to put a stop to obstruction designs in the form of click fatigue strategies. However,
in view of the diverse manifestations of digital dark nudges in cookie banners, it is questionable whether individual legal amendments are sufficient. It must also be taken into account
that existing regulations are often not complied with. The German consumer protection authorities recently warned numerous companies about impermissible cookie consent management.8 In the summer of 2021, the non-governmental organization None of Your Business, led
by the Austrian data protection activist Max Schrems, filed complaints with data protection
authorities against digital dark nudges in cookie banners.9 Hence there are significant legal
and practical gaps in privacy protection that remain to be resolved.

5.3.2 Case 2: Subscription Traps
The second type of digital dark nudging we examine is subscription traps.10 Subscription traps
lead consumers to unwanted enrollment or renewal of subscriptions through manipulative
design techniques. The forms of such subscription traps on the internet are diverse (Gray et
al. 2018; Martini et al. 2021; Rieger & Sinders 2020). For example, users are tempted to take
out a subscription because only then can they use the service or certain functions. These
forced enrollment strategies fall into the category of operational constraints. Forced continuity
nudges are also common. After a trial period, an annual membership is automatically commenced or a subscription is automatically extended. Another business practice is to make the
termination of a membership more difficult by obscuring or concealing such functions. This is
another example of the roach motel described above, whereby it is much easier for users to
take out a subscription than to cancel it. Companies may also try to trick consumers into automatically subscribing to services through deceptive designs. This type of digital dark nudging
is known as hidden subscription.

5.3.2.1 Practical Examples
This section presents three illustrated cases of subscription tricks related to digital dark
nudges. In the first case, as exemplified in Figure 6, the company uses a “freemium” business
model to acquire business customers. The basic product is offered free of charge, while the
full product and extended functions are only available for a fee. Users also typically experience
8

More information on these topics can be found here: https://www.vzbv.de/pressemitteilungen/jedes-zehntecookie-banner-ist-klar-rechtswidrig (last accessed on November 10, 2021).
9
For more detail, see: https://noyb.eu/de/noyb-reicht-422-formelle-dsgvo-beschwerden-gegen-cookie-banner-wahnsinn-ein (last accessed on November 10, 2021).
10
According to the consumer advice center in Bremen, most of the complaints from consumers in connection
with digital dark nudges – in addition to manipulative cookie designs – concern subscription tricks and traps.
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payment barriers for certain services. In this way, users are seduced into upgrading from the
free version to a paid subscription. This strategy can be classified as digital dark nudging in the
form of forced enrollment.

$ 0 USD

$ 5 USD

Free for the entire team

Per user per month with annual billing

For individuals and teams who
want to improve their
organization

For teams that need to manage
more tasks and scale
collaboration

Let’s get started

Register now

Fig. 5.6 Subscription trick in the form of forced enrollment

In the second case, exemplified in Figure 7, the bold and large highlighted website design
promises a free trial subscription. If you click on the “contract details” below in small print you
will find out that the subscription is automatically converted into an annual subscription, provided that users do not object in writing up to seven days before the end of the trial phase.
The company is trying to increase sales by taking advantage of availability bias and the expected non-timely cancellation of membership by consumers. This strategy is an example of
digital dark nudging in the form of forced continuity. Alternatively, highlighting the cost-free
nature of the trial subscription compared to the costs incurred later in small letters can be
regarded as a hidden subscription strategy.

Trial subscription Print + Digital
0.00€
for 2 months thereafter 76,20 €
annually terminable

üDigital customer account
üMonthly print edition free home
üAccess to digital booklet
üAccess to digital booklet archive
Test now!
Contact details

Fig. 5.7 Subscription trick in the form of forced continuity and hidden subscription
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specifically addressed by information obligations under consumer law15. According to the socalled “button solution”16, the customer must always confirm online orders with a button that
does not contain anything other than the words “order with obligation to pay” or another
clear formulation. If the labeling requirements are not complied with, no contract will be
formed17. Case law has interpreted the provision strictly18. For example, the phrase "test now
for free" was considered insufficient if the first month of a contract is free but a contractual
relationship that is subject to a fee follows and the only way to prevent this from coming about
is by canceling the contract. The case of forced continuity nudging, which we have exemplified
in Figure 7, can thus be classified as legally problematic.
Another lever against subscription tricks is the obligation for companies to set up a cancellation button19, which is provided for in a Germain law regarding fair consumer contracts that
is scheduled to become binding at the end of May 202220. According to this law, a termination
button must be available on the website in the case of online-subscriptions, and must be labeled with the words "terminate contracts here" or an alternative, unequivocal formulation21.
This reduces the hurdles for consumers to give notice of termination. In this way, forced continuity strategies that make cancellation of subscriptions difficult, as shown in Figure 8, can be
counteracted.
The general contractual instruments of contestation22 and culpa in contrahendo23 also offer
certain protections against influencing tactics by companies in connection with subscription
traps. However, here too there is the problem, mentioned above, that consumers often do
not become aware of or are indifferent to subtle digital dark nudging and therefore waive the
exercise of their rights.
Subscription traps in the context of digital dark nudging can also be impermissible from the
point of view of unfair competition law (Martini et al. 2021). For example, hidden subscription
tricks may violate No. 21 of the Annex to Section 3 (3) of the Act Against Unfair Competition
(Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb, UWG). Accordingly, the offer of a product or service must not be indicated as free or similar if costs are still to be borne. Roach motel cases in
which it is much easier for users to take out a subscription than to cancel may not be allowed
under German law as they constitute an "aggressive business act"24. Accordingly, it is forbidden for companies to create obstacles that prevent consumers from exercising their contractual rights such as termination rights. Subscriptions and continued subscriptions obtained
through digital dark nudging can also violate the prohibitions of misleading under fair trading

15

Section 312 j (2) seq. BGB.
Section 312 (3) BGB.
17
Section 312 j (4) BGB, cf. Weiss 2013.
18
See, for example, Munich Regional Court I, decision of June 11, 2013 - 33 O 12678/13.
19
See Section 312 k BGB.
20
Act for Fair Consumer Contracts of 10 August 2021, Federal Law Gazette Volume 2021 Part 1 No. 53, 3433 ff.
21
Section 312 k (2) BGB.
22
Sections 119, 123 BGB.
23
Sections 280 (1), 311 (2), 241 (2) BGB.
24
Cf. Section 4a (2) no. 4 UWG.
16
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law25. Consumer associations have already successfully taken legal action against competition
violations in connection with internet subscription traps26.
In summary, it is evident that existing laws only cover individual cases of digital dark nudging
in the context of subscription tricks. Specific consumer protection norms still have weaknesses
in factual terms of enforcement (Spindler et al. 2015). Additional legislative actions seem warranted.

5.4 Overcoming Digital Dark Nudging
In the following section we take a brief look at current regulatory approaches to combat digital
dark nudging. Finally, we shortly discuss which measures could be suitable and effective to
curb the problem of manipulative design tricks.

5.4.1 State and Private Regulatory Responses
In Germany there is currently no specific law to combat digital dark nudging. A first comprehensive proposal to prohibit companies from using manipulative website designs arose in the
USA in 2019 with the “Deceptive Experiences to Online Users Reduction Act” (DETOUR Act).27
The topic is nevertheless increasingly moving into the focus of German and European legislators. In its current consumer agenda,28 the European Commission has expressly declared its
commitment to fighting manipulative design practices in the digital economy. The Council of
the European Union recently called for targeted improvements against digital dark nudging29
as part of the planned comprehensive EU regulatory package for online platforms.30
Calls for specific improvements, particularly in consumer and fair-trading law, have become
louder in the public discourse (Bogenstahl 2019). Antitrust law is seen as a possible lever to
effectively counter the use of manipulative design tactics by powerful tech companies (Day &
Stemler 2020). Some voices in the literature even suggest the introduction of legal limits and
transparency requirements with regard to methods such as A/B tests, which make digital dark
nudging effective (Martini et al. 2021). However, legal limits to A/B tests raise the question of
what the correct default design should be in each case (Luca and Bazerman 2020) and whether
nudges should not be used for consumers’ benefit (Sunstein 2015).

25

See Sections 5, 5a UWG.
See, for example, higher regional court (OLG) Koblenz, ruling of December 22, 2010 - 9 U 610/10.
27
More information can be found at: https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1084/text (last
accessed on November 17, 2021).
28
See European Commission, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council of 13th November 2020, New Consumer Agenda, COM(2020) 696 final.
29
See for more information: https://marketresearchtelecast.com/dark-patterns-eu-countries-want-to-ban-psychological-tricks-with-the-digital-services-act/204974/ (last accessed on November 18, 2021).
30
The proposed regulation includes the “Digital Services Act” (DSA) and the “Digital Markets Act” (DMA). The
regulations include liability rules and transparency requirements for online platforms (cf. Gielen & Uphues
2021). While the DSA applies to all providers, the DMA addresses big, powerful platforms.
26
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It is also questionable whether legal amendments are sufficient to master the problem of deceptive design tactics in the digital economy. Companies are constantly using new and increasingly sophisticated forms of digital dark nudges. In doing so, legal gray areas are often used
that the legislature has not provided for. Statutory law often lags behind rapidly changing economic and technical developments. In addition, there are legal enforcement difficulties for
consumers, especially if the company is based outside of Europe. The power and information
asymmetry between companies and consumers, which has served as justification for active
consumer protection policy within the national framework, is especially problematic in the
cross-border digital economy (Adam & Micklitz 2017).
Against this background, it is worthwhile to consider complementary strategies of private selfregulation and ethical self-restraint in the digital economy. The first initiatives have already
been implemented. For example, with the Advertising and Marketing Communications
Code,31 the International Chamber of Commerce created a globally applicable self-regulatory
framework designed to protect consumers from unethical digital marketing practices and excessive data collection. The Interactive Advertising Bureau’s Europe Transparency & Consent
Framework,32 a standard for the digital advertising industry, aims to promote global compliance with consumer data protection regulations in accordance with the GDPR and the ePrivacy
Directive. The US Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) has also taken on the topic of
digital dark nudging and formulated professional ethical standards in the field of IT with the
ACM Code of Ethics.33
In addition to self-binding activities of the digital economy, rulemaking by public–private
standardization bodies can help to find problem-specific solutions against digital dark nudging
(Bogenstahl 2019). For example, the International Organization for Standardization has created the ISO 9241 norm, which has been adopted in Germany as DIN EN ISO 9241, and which
contains quality requirements and guidance for user-friendly user experience and user interface design.34

5.4.2 Outlook
We have shown in this chapter that digital dark nudging has become a significant and growing
problem in the internet economy. Companies in numerous industries use manipulative design
tactics to suggestively influence consumers and thereby increase profits. The legislature has
already taken first steps to better protect consumers and internet users. In view of increasingly
dynamic economic and technical development, mere prohibitions and legal measures often
fall short. Proactive, more comprehensive strategies therefore appear to be indicated to
counter consumer-hostile practices in the digital world. These should include problem-related
self-regulation approaches in digital industry. In addition, ethical aspects should be more

31

Online available at: https://iccwbo.org/content/uploads/sites/3/2020/03/icc-advertising-and-marketingcommunications-code-german-final.pdf (last accessed on November 18, 2021).
32
More information is available at: https://iabeurope.eu/transparency-consent-framework/ (last accessed on
November 18, 2021).
33
Available online at: https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics (last accessed on November 18, 2021).
34
For more information, see: https://www.iso.org/standard/60476.html (last accessed on November 18, 2021).
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closely integrated into education and training for professions in the field of IT and web design
(Bogenstahl 2019). Civil society organizations such as non-governmental organizations and
consumer associations can increase public pressure and thus help curb fraudulent design practices by companies. Further research is nevertheless required in order to gain better
knowledge about the effectiveness of tailor-made law in relation to digital dark nudging.
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